A novel image segmentation method based on weighted sparse subspace clustering is presented. By choosing the l 2,1 norm as sparse metric, feature datas are kept uniformly within the same subspace; By constraints of weighted sparse metric, feature datas are kept sparse within different subspace. Experiments show that the proposed weighted sparse subspace clustering method can obtain higher clustering accuracy than the state of old methods.
Introduction
Image segmentation is the main problem in low level vision in the field of computer vision, and it is a necessary and important part of image understanding. It divides the image into several regions, which are non overlapping, and have a certain meaning. The purpose is to extract the area or target that people are interested in. In recent years, spectral clustering algorithm has become a research hotspot in the field of image processing. In addition, when the data are distributed in some linear or affine subspace, subspace clustering can get better clustering results than other clustering methods.
Sparse Subspace Clustering and Low Rank Subspace Clustering
As a subspace clustering of the first two models are literature [1] [2] proposed sparse subspace clustering (sparse subspace clustering, SSC) method and literature [3 -4] proposed a low rank representation (lowrank representation LRR) subspace clustering method.
Low rank subspace clustering uses all the data as a dictionary, and the representation coefficients of all data in the dictionary are combined with additional low rank constraints in order to achieve the same purpose. The sparse representation of no explicit type of global constraint coefficient, low rank representation is a global constraint, but when the data with noise coefficient of sparse representation. In view of the shortcoming of the SSC model to the noise sensitivity and the sparsity of the LRR model, many improved algorithms have been proposed. Among them, a weighted sparse subspace clustering method is proposed for image segmentation by Li Tao and others [6] , Zhang Wenjuan et al. [7] proposed an image segmentation method with non convex low rank sparsity constraints method. Mode of (Localbinary pattern Cheng et [8] combined with a variety of image features, such as color histogram, color histograms, CH) and local binary LBP), based on the scale of the bow (bag of words) invariant feature transform SIFT-BoW (SIFT based onbag-of-words) etc. constitute a high dimensional feature, and the high dimensional feature through the low rank subspace clustering to achieve image segmentation, to a large number of natural image segmentation results show that this method can significantly improve the image segmentation results.
New Image Segmentation Method Based on Sparse Subspace Clustering
The basic process of sparse subspace clustering for image segmentation is: With features of image pixels or pixel blocks as data through subspace representation model obtained data subspace representation coefficients matrix, so to construct the similarity matrix of a graph, then spectral clustering algorithm to get data clustering results, namely image segmentation results, each class corresponds to a region of the image. In this paper, on the basis of literature [6] , the weighted coefficient is modified, because as a similarity measure by using a gaussian function of the scale parameter selection problem, and the scale of the different parameters may obtain the different clustering results, in order to obtain the appropriate scale parameter, must carry out continuous artificial experiments, this certainly will cause a heavy computation burden.
In recent years, in order to avoid the problem of parameter selection, some scholars have proposed that it is not to use the Gauss kernel function. In the semi supervised method by Wang Fei and Zhang Changshui [9] , the k nearest neighbors of each point are used to make the linear approximation of the point is learned from by Gong and others. By solving the n two programming problems, we can obtain the similarity matrix W, which can reduce the sensitivity of the spectral clustering algorithm to the parameters, and make the algorithm more stable. In this paper, we use this idea to improve the algorithm of [6] to obtain a new image segmentation method based on sparse subspace clustering. Experimental results show that the algorithm has good clustering performance, especially the stability of the algorithm is better than other algorithms.
For image segmentation, feature data is not necessarily accurate satisfy given subspace clustering high-dimensional data distribution in several low-dimensional subspace and the hypothesis. So this article draw lessons from the practice of literature [6] , by giving the SSC model weighted to make data as much as possible to the most similar linear; In addition, in general, the representation of the coefficient matrix are obtained by SSC in class are the most sparse, LRR get a representation of the coefficient matrix of sparse sex differences between classes. For the data clustering problem, hope to get between the thin and evenly in class said coefficient matrix, using the method of [5] here, introducing the norm as sparse coefficient measurement.
Given a set of data 
Here the weights j W are calculated by the method of [9] , that is, the nearest neighbor of each point to the linear approximation of the point when the weight of the weight. In order to solve the convenient, this paper takes p = 2, the corresponding model is
The model is often converted to the following model:
The solution algorithm of the model process reference [5] . According to the above analysis, based on sparse subspace clustering is given below the new image segmentation algorithm:
STEP1: the input image, image segmentation number n, pixel number N STEP2: boundary probability and Ncuts algorithm is used for N pixels STEP3: extract each pixel gray level histogram to get characteristic matrix Fig. 1 the several methods for single target image segmentation result contrast. Certain texture is contained in the background of the image, you can see from the results, SSC, WSSC, method of article [5] and this method can get the correct segmentation results, and the segmentation result is not affected by the background texture, and the result of the LRR is affected by the texture, no split right on the edge of a small area.
Numerical Experiments

Conclusion
In this paper, on the basis of paper [5] for sparse measure has carried on the weighted norm, this not only keep the norm evenly in the original sparse between class and class characteristics, at the same time weighted to make data as much as possible to the most similar linear, said has nothing to do with no similar data. The results of numerical experiments show that the algorithm is effective. 
